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Abstract – Optical devices able to resolve the number of photons of 

an optical pulse are very important in quantum state preparation and 

quantum communication. However, these devices are very hard to 

implement and an alternative is the multiple-photons resolving 

detector.  Basically, it is an optical device able to distinguish optical 

pulses with 0 photons, one photon and more than one photon. In this 

work we show how to implement a different multiple-photon resolving 

detector using a fibre ring, polarising beam splitter and single-photon 

detectors.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A new kind of optical communication arose in the past 
few years. In these systems, weak optical pulses are used, 
that is, pulses having low mean photon number. In this 
regime, one can take profit of the quantum aspects of light 
in order to carry, protect and distribute information. The 
most famous examples of these quantum optical 
communication systems are quantum key distribution 
(QKD) [1,2] and quantum teleportation [3]. In the first case, 
single-photon or two-photons pulses can be used while in 
the second case at least two-photon pulses are employed. 
Usually the information is carried in the pulse’s phase or 
polarisation, but it is also possible to design a quantum 
optical communication system in which the information is 
carried in the parity of the number of photons of the pulses, 
being possible to run QKD and teleportation protocols in 
this scheme [4]. For QKD employing single-photon pulses, 
for example, the security is, among others issues, based on 
the fact that each optical pulse used has only one photon, 
otherwise an eavesdropper (Eve) could use the photon 
number splitting attack [5] and obtain complete information 
about the bit written in that optical pulse. However, single-
photon sources are not yet readily available and single-
photon pulses are just mimicked by weak coherent pulses in 
the present QKD set-ups. By its turn, weak coherent pulses 
can have, with low probability, more than one photon. A 
smart Eve can use this to obtain precious information. Thus, 
the sender in a QKD system must be sure about the photon 
number distribution of the pulses produced by its weak 
coherent state source. Using a photon number resolving 
detector (PNRD), the sender could measure the number of 
photons in each optical pulse produced and be sure that the 
probability of multiple-photons pulse produced by its 
source is low enough in order to keep the QKD system 
working in the unconditional secure region. Photon 
counting could also be important in the quantum 
teleportation using parity of the number of photons in a 
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pulse, since we can determine the parity counting the number 
of photons. Hence, a PNRD is very important in quantum 
optical communication. In despite of its importance, it is very 
hard to construct, with current technology, such equipment. A 
less complicated task is to determine if the optical pulse has 
zero photons, one photon or more than one photon. This kind 
of PNRD, that is called multiple-photons resolving detector 
(MPRD), has been proposed and implemented using common 
optical devices [6-8]. Even not being able to determine the 
exact number of photons in an optical pulse, a MPRD still has 
applications in QKD. In this direction, we propose a different 
implementation of a MPRD from the one proposed in [6-8] 
and we give some examples of its use in QKD. This work is 
outlined as follows: In Section II presents a brief review of 
single-photon detector. In Section III the MPRD proposed is 
presented and compared to other proposed in the literature. At 
last, in Section IV the conclusions are presented.                 

 
II. SINGLE-PHOTON DETECTOR  

Single-photon detectors (SPD) are crucial devices in 
optical quantum information technology. Basically, the SPD 
must provide a TTL output pulse for each incoming photon. 
The main device of a SPD is the avalanche photodiode (APD). 
When a single-photon pulse impinges on the APD window, if 
this is correctly biased, it can, through an avalanche process, 
produce a detectable voltage pulse across a resistor. Such 
pulse is amplified by a fast operational amplifier and formatted 
by a digital logic, resulting in a TTL pulse at the detector’s 
output [9,10]. The important parameters of a SPD are the 
quantum efficiency, η, and dark count probability, Pd. The 
quantum efficiency is the probability of an incoming photon to 
produce a TTL pulse at detector output whereas dark count 
probability is the probability of the TTL pulse appears at the 
detector output when none light pulse impinges on the APD. 
Both of them depend on the voltage across APD terminals, 
Vapd, and the APD temperature, T. The larger (lower) Vapd (T) 
the larger (lower) η and Pd. An important parameter of APD is 
the breakdown voltage, VB. If Vapd is lower than VB an 
avalanche cannot occurs and, hence, a photon cannot be 
detected. Once the avalanche has been fired, it must be 
quenched in order to do not damage the APD. There are three 
types of quenching circuits: passive, active and gated mode. In 
this work only the gated mode will be discussed since it 
permits lower dark count. In the gated mode the APD is 
reverse biased below VB. A pulse generator producing (ideally) 
square pulses, hereafter named gate pulses, having amplitude 
Vg, is used to increase Vapd only during short time windows, 
Tw. During Tw we have Vapd=V+Vg>VB and a photon can be 
detected. The difference Vapd-VB is named excess voltage, Ve. 
The larger (lower) Ve the larger (lower) η and Pd. In Fig. 1 it is 
shown the basic circuit for single-photon detection and the 
gate pulses sequence. 
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Fig. 2. Avalanche pulse (2) and TTL output pulse (1). 

 

Fig. 1. APD in the gated mode and the gate pulses train. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The time slot Tw in which the Vapd is larger than VB is also 
an important parameter for the performance of the detector. 
The shorter the slot time the lower the number of dark 
counts. Since the APD will be turned on only in defined 
time slots, the gate pulse and the light pulse must arrive in 
the APD at the same time. On the other hand, when an 
avalanche occurs and it is quenched by the gate pulse end 
the APD needs some time for recovering. This means that 
once a photon was detected, the APD needs some time 
relaxing before to be able to detect another photon. Thus, 
there is a hold-off time in which the device is unable to 
detect photons. This hold-off time limits the bit 
transmission rate of QKD systems and defines the length of 
the fibre loop in MPRDs. If the recovery time is not 
respected dark counts increases due to an effect known as 
afterpulsing [9,10]. Based on the above explained, for 
complete characterisation of a SPD, one must determine η, 
Pd, Tw and Th. The optimal operation point of SPD is the 
one that minimises the noise equivalent power (NEP), given 
by: 
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where hν is the photon energy. In order to find the optimal 
operation point, once Tw and Th were chosen, Tw as minimal 
as possible (values between 2ns-10ns are common) and Th 
large enough to make afterpulsing negligible, one has to 
vary both Ve and the APD temperature, and calculate the 
NEP for each possible value of both. In Fig. 2, the TTL 
output pulse (1) and the avalanche pulse (2), due to a dark 
count, are shown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In this experiment, the APD was cooled at -40°C, Ve=4V and 
Tw=40ns. It is important to stress that SPD is not able to 
resolve the number of photons.  
 

III. MUTIPLE-PHOTONS RESOLVING DETECTOR 

 
The multiple-photons resolving detector proposed in [6-8] 

was composed by a fibre loop, a variable optical coupler and a 
single-photon detector, as shown in Fig. 3.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Basically, when an optical pulse impinges on the variable 
coupler, a small part of its power is transmitted to the SPD 
while the rest of the pulse is reflected to the fibre loop. After 
the APD relaxing time (equal to the time wasted by the pulse 
to go from point 4 to point 2), the pulse reaches the coupler 
again and once more a small part of it will be guided to the 
SPD. Hence, the input pulse is split, in time, in several small 
pulses and each one should contain no more than one photon. 
It is very easy to note why the MPRD shown in Fig. 3 cannot 
work as PNRD: 1) There are losses in the connections, fibre 
loop and variable coupler that take photons from the pulse. 2) 
The dark count and low quantum efficiency of the SPD can, 
respectively, increase or decrease the number of counts. 
Considering ideal devices (lossless and noiseless), the mean 
photon number of the pulses reaching the SPD is given by: 
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where r is the coupler reflection coefficient and |α|2 is the 
mean photon number of the input coherent pulse. The 
probability of detection is related to the mean photon number 
〈n〉 of the pulse at the input of the (ideal) SPD by: 
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In order to have optimal distinguishability between input 
pulses having zero, one or more than one photon, the 
probability of detection in each time slot should be equal, that 
is, 〈n〉i=〈n〉j ∀ i and j. This condition is impossible to be 
achieved with a fixed optical coupler. Let us now consider, 

Fig. 3. Multiple-photons resolving detector employing fibre loop, variable 
ratio optical coupler (VRC) and single-photon detector.  

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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from the best of our knowledge, the new MPRD set-up 
shown in Fig. 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The MPRD in Fig. 4 is composed by an electro-optic 
switch, a rotator R(θ), a polarisation beam splitter (PBS), a 
fibre loop and a SPD. Initially, let us assume that the PBS 
resolves the incident light polarisation in horizontal and 
vertical linearly polarised beams. When the optical pulse, 
initially linearly polarised in the horizontal direction, 
having mean photon number 〈n〉, enters in the fibre loop via 
electro-optic switch, it suffers a rotation in its polarisation 
of θ. After passing through the PBS the light going to the 
SPD will have mean photon number given by 〈n〉sin(θ) 
while the light reinsert in the fibre loop has mean photon 
number given by 〈n〉cos(θ) and it is once more linearly 
polarised in the horizontal direction. This pulse will suffer 
polarisation rotation of θ and pass through PBS several 
times, such that the mean photon number of the pulse going 
to SPD in any time slot is given by: 
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In order to compare which set-up provides the best 
discrimination between light pulses having zero, one and 
more than one photon, we consider r=cos2(θ) and compare 
the variances of (2) and (4) for each value of r.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Observing Fig. 5 we can see that the MPRD proposed is the 
best for r>0.5 which implies θ=π/4. For the MPRD 
implemented in [6,8] the optimal implementation required 
r<0.5, exactly as is seen in Fig. 5 (dotted line). Further, 
decreasing the value of θ the MPRD proposed we could 

obtain better performances. In fact, as can be seen in (4), if θ is 
low enough and k is not so large, (4) is not so dependent on k, 
and, hence, the mean photon number of the pulses at the SPD 
input does not vary so much, making the set-up presented in 
Fig. (4) very suitable as MPRD.  
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Initially we described the functioning of a single-photon 
detector and a result of an implementation was presented. 
Following, the multiple-photons resolving detector using 
single-photon detector is described. Two possible 
configurations were shown and their performances were 
compared through the variances of the mean photon number of 
the pulses at the SPD input. From that, we conclude that the 
MPRD proposed can reach much better performance than that  
other discussed in the literature.     
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 Fig. 4. Multiple-photons resolving detector employing polarisation 
controller.  

(4) 

Fig. 5. Variances of the mean photon number of the pulses at the input 
of the SPD at MPRD using variable coupler (dotted line) and MPRD 
using polarisation controller (continuous line). 
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